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CHART OF RESEARCHER'S TASKS WITH CONTROL GROUPS 

CHILDREN'S PROTECfION SERVICES' CONTROL GROUP 
[Ask if family is with Children's Protection Services. If yes, use Children's Protection Services fonn. If not, 
use Community Families' fonn. 

TIME PERIOD MAIN TASKS NOTES 

Pretest Family Record • Family representative to sign the Consent 
to Participate in the Research II and to 

People and Groups in Your 
designate who to interview, to sign 
Consent to Contact for FoDow-Up 

Life III Study II .. With other interviewees, complete the 

Looking After Children Consent to Participate in the Research 
VI. 

Posttest (One Year Later) Family Record • Family representative to sign Consent to 
Participate in the Research IV and to 

People and Groups in Your 
designate who to interview. .. Other interviewees to sign the Consent to 

Life III Participate in the Research VIII. 

Looking After Children 

Case Events 

COMMUNITY FAMILIES CONTROL GROUP 

TIME PERIOD MAIN TASKS NOTES 

Pretest Family Record • Family representative to sign the 
Consent to Participate in the Research 
III and to designate who to interview. 
And at end of interview, to sign Consent 
to Contact for FoUow-up Study III. 

People and Groups in Your • Other interviewees to sign the Consent 

Life III to Participate in the Research V. .. Check on whether or not family has been 
involved with Children's Protection 
Services in order to determine in which 
control group the family belongs and 

Looking After Children then use the correct research package. 

Posttest (One Year Later) Family Record .. Ask family representative to sign the 
Consent to Participate in the Research 
III and to designate who to interview. 

• Other interviewees to sign Consent to 
Participate in the Research V. 

People and Groups in Your • If the family became involved with 

Life III Children's Protection Services since the 
pretest, you will need to keep to the 
community package, but note that the 
family is now with Children's Protection 
Services. 

Lookine After Children 
CHT·RT.CPS 



FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW 

PEOPLE AND GROUPS IN YOUR LIFE ill 

[Below is an explanation of and series of instructions on social network mapping. Adjust the wording 
and its order to fit the person with whom you are speaking.] 

Map-People and Groups in Your Life 

I would like you to draw a map in order to see who are the people and groups in your life. Not 
everyone you know but just those that are important to you. This includes people and groups who 
made you feel good, who made you feel bad, and who just played a part in your life. It can be helpful 
to put these down on a piece ofpaper--to make a map of these important relationships. [Show Map.] 
Then we'll talk about how the two of you get along with each other. That information I'n write down 
on this piece of paper. [Show Grid.] The map helps us keep track of all the people and groups that 
you mention. The Grid helps you to think through their place in your life. 

We wiJlllQl; show your map or grid to your family or other people outside of the Project, unless you 
want us to. The Project will only use this information to help us evaluate the Project. The university 
researchers will not see the Map that has names on it; they will only see the grid, that doesn't have 
any names on it. 

There is no right or wrong number of people or groups to identifY on your map. Right now, just list 
as many people and groups as you come up with. Do you want me to write, or do you want to do 
the writing? 

[Look over the map sheet with the person and point to each section as you explain it.] 

I would like you to think about people and groups from many different parts of your life. These may 
be family and relatives, friends, neighbours, people you know from work/school, and professionals. 

[Fill out with the person, the people and groups for each section of the map. If the persons do not 
volunteer anyone for a section (e.g., neighbours), check on whether or not they have anyone to put 
into that category but don't push them to fill in all sections. Remember that they are only putting in 
people and groups that are more or less important to them.] 

Look over your map. Are these the people and groups that you would consider important in your 
life? [Add or delete names as necessary.] 
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Grid--People and Groups in Your Life 

[If there are more than 15 people or groups on the map, ask the person to select the fifteen whom 
slhe considers most important. But if they want to keep in more than 15, include the extra individuals 
on another fonn attached to this one. Then ask the questions about only the individuals or groups 
on the grid. For each of the questions use the appropriate sorting guide card (e.g., card with "hardly 
ever," "sometimes," "almost alwaysll). Once the person has divided up the cards, put the appropriate 
code number for each person or group listed on the grid.] 

Now, I'd like to learn more about the people and groups in your life. I'll write down on the Grid their 
relationship to you (e.g., daughter, teacher, social assistance worker) and put a code number for the 
area ofHfe (e.g., for daughter, put 1 for household). List their sex, age, and ethnicity if you know 
them. It's OK to give a rough guess about age. [For a group, skip the items on gender and age. The 
item on ethnicity mayor may not be applicable.] 

Let's also write their names and relationship to you on these slips of paper too; this will make 
answering the questions a lot easier. [Place name above relationship to interviewee on the slip of 
paper.] We'll put down the information for each person on this grid as we go through each question. 

The first three questions have to do with the types of sypport people give you. 

Who or what group would be available to help you out in real concrete ways - for example, would 
give you a ride if you needed one, or would pitch in to help you with a big chore, or would look after 
your belongings for awhile if you were away? Divide your cards into three piles - those people you 
can hardly ever rely on for concrete help, those you can rely on sometimes, and those you'd almost 
always rely on for this type of help. Think of hardly ever as meaning less than 10% of the time and 
almost always as meaning over 90% of the time. Also base your answers on how available help 
l?l2U.l.d be if you were to ask for help. 

Now who or what group would be available to give you emotjonal sYPport - for example, to comfort 
you if you were upset, to be right there with you in a stressful situation, to listen to you talk about 
your feelings? Again, divide your cards into three piles - those people you can hardly ever rely on 
for emotional support, those you can rely on sometimes, and those you almost always can rely on for 
this type of help. 

Finally. who or what group do you rely on for.&:Jm - for example, who would give you infonnation 
on how to do something, help you make a big decision, or teach you how to do something? Divide 
your cards into the three piles - hardly ever, sometimes and almost always - for this kind of support. 
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Look through your cards and this time select those people or groups, if any, in your life that you feel 
are critical of you (either critical of you or your life style). When I say "critical," I mean critical of 
you in a way that makes you feel bad or inadequate. Divide the cards into three piles - those people 
or groups who are hardly ever critical of you, sometimes critical of you, and almost always critical 
of you. Again, we'll put the code numbers next to the person or group. 

Now look over your cards, and think about the direction of help. Divide your cards into three piles -
those people or groups where help goes both ways (you help them just as much as they help you), 
those where it's mostly you helping them, and those where it's mostly them helping you. Ok, let's get 
their code numbers on the grid. 

Now think about how ~ you are to the people and groups in your life. Closeness means how you 
feel about each other, not whether they live nearby you. Divide the cards into three piles - those you 
are not very close to, those you are sort of close to, and those you are very close to - and then we'll 
put a code number for them. 

Finally, just a few questions about how often you have contact with people or groups, and how lona 
you've known the people and groups in your life. 

Divide the cards into four piles - people with whom you have contact just a few times a year or less, 
monthly, weekly and daily. [NOTE: If you have contact with someone tiwce or more than twice a 
week, count that as "daily."). Ok, we'll put their numbers on the grid. 

Divide the cards into three piles - those people you have know less than a year, from 1-5 years, and 
over 5 years. 

Now just a few more questions on the people and groups in your life. [Go to Close Friend Scale.] 

PEOPLB.CON 
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